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Abstract: An approach to word image matching based on Hausdorff distance is examined for bad quality 
typewritten, printed or handwritten Bulgarian documents. A detailed computer experiments were carried 
out using 49 pages typewritten text, 13 pages printed text and 2 pages of a manuscript. The results of 
several methods are compared including previously reported methods in the literature. 
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1. Introduction 
 
The Hausdorff distance used in the paper differs slightly from ones used by other 
authors and after the computer experiments the conclusion from the results is that our 
method outperforms them despite its simplicity. 
Let A and B denote bounded sets on the plane and a and b be points on the plane with 
coordinates  

a = (a1, a2),  b = (b1, b2). 
The Hausdorff distance (HD) between two bounded sets A and B is defined in [4] for 
the purposes of approximation of discontinues functions as  
 

(1) r(A,B)  =  max{h(A,B), h(B,A)}, 
where 
 

(2) h(A,B)  =  max   min  p(a,b), 
      aєA     bєB 
 

(3)    p(a,b)  =  max { |a1 – b1|, |a2 - b2| }. 
 

In 1994 Dubuisson and Jain [1] examined 24 distance measures of Hausdorff type for 
determination to what extend two point sets on the plane A and B differ. In case when 
the sets A and B consist of NA and NB points along with (3) changed to Euclidean 
distance they use  
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(4)    h(A,B)   =   1/NA Σ min{p(a,b): bєB} 
    aєA 

 

and claim that among all 24 “distances” examined by them, this “distance” called by 
them “Modified Hausdorff Distance'' (MHD) suites in best way the problem for object 
matching. Similar approach called “Weighted Hausdorff Distance” (WHD) is used in 
[2] for finding word image matching method in English and Chinese document images. 
We propose to simplify (4) using slightly changing the definition of h(A,B) 
 

(5)    h(A,B)   =   Σ min{p(a,b): bєB} 
      aєA 

 

and call the distance (1), (2), (5) Sum (or Simple) Hausdorff Distance (SHD).  
 
 

2. Distances used in computer experiments 
 

Let us define: 
• “word image” – a rectangular image which pixels have values 0 (white) or 1 (black); 
• “word” – a subset of word image with pixel values equal to 1.  
The following distances will be tested numerically for estimation of similarity between 
two words A and B: 
1. L1(A,B)  =         Σ       1 ; 
          aє(A\B)U(B\A) 
 

2. HD(A,B)  =  r(A,B), where r(A,B) is defined by (1), (2) and (3); 
 

3. HD1(A,B)  =  r(A,B), where r(A,B) is defined by (1), (5) and using p(A,B) = 0 if 
a=b, else p(A,B)  =  1; 

 

4. MHD(A, B) = r(A,B), where r(A,B) is defined by (1), (3), (4); 
 

5. SHD(A,B)= r(A,B), where r(A,B) is defined by (1), (3), (5). 
 

Before using a given distance for estimation the difference between two images they 
must be adjusted with respect to either their geometric centers or to their mass centers. 
For example if SHD distance is applied combined with geometric center adjustment of 
images we denote this by SHDgc otherwise we write SHDmc. Measuring the 
effectiveness of the distances (or methods connected with them) usually is given by 
standard estimations Recall and Precision [3]. Briefly, let us look for a word W in a 
collection of binary text images in which W occurs N times. Let a method produce a 
sequence of words  
(6)     {Wi} i=1,2,... 
ordered according to a specific criteria. For a given n (n = 1, 2, ...), let  n1 (n1 is less or 
equal to n) be the number of words among the first n words in the sequence (6) that 
coincide with W. Note that n1 is a function of n. Then we define the following two 
functions 
 

(7) Recall(n)  = n1 / N  and  Precision(n) = n1 / n  
 

as functions of n. 
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3. Experimental results 
 
3.1. Typewritten text. Using the distances defined above we carry out a series of 
computer word matching experiments. Real Bulgarian documents of typewritten text of 
49 pages of bad quality are the material from which a specified word is located and 
extracted.  
 

 
Word “песни” is the sixth word in the second row in the text above. It occurs 31 times 
in the whole document of 49 pages. 
 

Series 2: MHDgc Series 3:HD1
gc 

n n1 Recall Precision n n1 Recall Precision 
5 5 0.16 1.00 5 5 0.16 1.00 
15 14 0.45 0.93 15 14 0.45 0.93 
25 21 0.68 0.84 25 20 0.65 0.80 
35 25 0.81 0.71 35 24 0.77 0.69 
45 27 0.87 0.60 45 25 0.81 0.56 
56 30 0.97 0.54 56 28 0.90 0.59 
62 31 1.00 0.50 62 29 0.94 0.47 

72 30 0.97 0.42 
74 31 1.00 0.42 

 

 
Series 1: SHDgc Series 4: HDgc 

n n1 Recall Precision n n1 Recall Precision 
5 5 0.16 1.00 3 3 0.10 1.00 
15 14 0.45 0.93 32 26 0.84 0.81 
25 20 0.64 0.80 83 31 1.00 0.37 
35 26 0.84 0.74 
45 30 0.97 0.67 
56 31 1.00 0.55 

 

 

 
Table 1. Results for “песни” 

 
The results from Table 1 are plotted on Fig.1: 
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Fig. 1. Word “песни” 
 
3.2. Printed text.  We process 13 pages that contain printed text written in proportional 
font as shown below. 
 

 
The test word “математиката” (mathematics) can be found in the text above as a word 
before the last one. Our searching template “математик” (mathematician) consists only 
of the first 9 letters that form it. Thus we can find all words that have the same 9 letters 
at the beginning. The results of the word recognition process depend on several factors:  
• differences between identical words in original document;  
 

Series 1: SHDgc Series 2:SHDgc 
n n1 Recall Precision n n1 Recall Precision 
9 9 0.26 1.00 18 18 0.53 1.00 
16 15 0.44 0.94 25 22 0.65 0.88 
22 20 0.59 0.91 32 24 0.71 0.75 
29 23 0.68 0.79 47 25 0.74 0.53 
37 25 0.74 0.68 
45 28 0.82 0.62 
48 29 0.85 0.60 

 

 

 
Table 2. Results for “математик” 

 
• differences between identical words obtained during the scanning process; 
• binarization step (grayscale-b/w conversion and noise removal) can add extra 

differences;  
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• segmentation step may extract identical words in a different way. 
Our example includes two different binarization steps that give two different recognition 
results. They are presented in Table 2 and Fig.2 as Series 1 and Series 2.  
 

 
Fig. 2. Word “математик” 

 
3.3. Handwritten text.  Two handwritten pages from a document created in 1929 are 
processed. Part of the document is given below shows the regularity of the text and its 
quality. 

 
We search for words like the next 4 words that begin with the pattern “Ваш” (“Ваш” 
means “Yours”). 
 

 
The computer results for both methods SHD and HD are summarized in Table 3 and 
plotted on Fig. 3. 
 
 

Series 1: SHDgc Series 2:HDgc 
n n1 Recall Precision n n1 Recall Precision 
2 2 0.22 1.00 5 5 0.56 1.00 
4 3 0.33 0.75 8 7 0.78 0.86 
7 6 0.66 0.86 

 

10 8 0.89 0.80 
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10 7 0.78 0.70 27 9 1.00 0.33 
13 8 0.89 0.62 
16 9 1.00 0.56 

 

 
Table 3. Results for “Ваш” 

 

Fig. 3. Word “Ваш” 
 

3. Conclusions 
 
We process bad typewritten Bulgarian text, printed text and a manuscript for word 
matching using various distances. The results show that:  
• the distance SHDgc produces better results than other distances and therefore there is 

no need to complicate the definition of SHD (like MHD or WHD); 
• mass centered adjustment (mc) of word images is inappropriate for the purpose of 

word matching and we omit computer results obtained in this way; 
• L1

gc distance produces the worst results. HD1
gc method which is a sort of a 

combination of L1
gc and SHDgc behaves better, but evidently falls back to SHDgc; 

• the measurement done by HDgc distance could be considered as a “discontinuity”. 
This explains the deterioration of the results produced by HDgc for values of 
Recall(n) close to 1. For example, computer results for the relatively short word 
“песни” with occurrence 31 times HDgc are shown in Table 4. Note that in some 
extend the other methods use practically continuous scale for ordering the spotted 
words. 

 
HDgc distance found words - n correct words – n1 

2 2 2 
3 29 23 
4 31 5 

 
Table 4. Word “песни” and HDgc distance 
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